
Orthopedic surgery- Dr. Lannin

Origins of term orthopedics- "to straighten a child"

Functions- support, movement, protection, storage of minerals, production of 
bone marrow cells 

What can bones tell us? Forensic bones, bones & evolution 

Which ocean creatures evolved from land to sea?
Whales & dolphins- can see in shoulder blades & bones in the arm

External fixation- maneuvering back in proper position & setting in cast
Internal fixation- surgical treatment, can be riskier but better in the long-term

Fractures

Common wrist fracture •
Leg fracture•
Rotational fracture•

i.e. the knee ◦

Open fracture- compound fraction, open to contamination 

Debride (clean) and stabilize, will most likely undergo internal surgery•
Very shattered injury might require an external fixator- metal device on the •
outside

Knee frequently injured in sports

ACL- can be torn, very common injury among athletes, ligament doesn't heal very 
well by stitching together

Usually will get tissue from a cadaver or another person to reconstruct the •
ACL 

Magnetic resonance imagery (MRI)  

Torn meniscus- 2 meniscal cartilages sit between the femur bone and ligament, 
can lock a knee 

Arthroscopic surgery- using a pin & a video camera, can be done very quickly 




Joint replacement- mostly knee & hip

"Bow leg" deformity- worn cartilage between the bones in the knee, common 
among the elderly

Arthritis- loss of articular cartilage 

Half knee replacement- advantage of saving a lot of ligament, better at function

Total knee replacement- when all bone must be replaced

Hip arthritis- when hip is completely bone to bone

Dysplasia- bone socket does not dock very well into the hip bone

Shoulder- is not a very deep ball & socket, so more instability but more 
maneuverability

Orthopedists have taken many materials for surgery from dentists  

No leaps of technology in orthopedics b/c need to wait to see more long-term 
effects to avoid any lawsuits

Different brands of joint replacements, but most are fairly similar



